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Abstract

Intellectual property has a powerful impact on growth for technology start-ups that integrate it into their business model evolution. Orcan Energy AG is a great example for the role that IP played in the dynamic growth of an innovator in generating power from waste heat when creating a joint venture to access the Asian markets.

Introduction

Renewable energy company Orcan Energy AG is a former university spin-out that commercializes innovative waste heat power generators consisting of components and designed for a broad range of applications. Due to market entry barriers, the company had to make an early pivot from a technology provider to a business model oriented towards product sales, taking the arduous path of developing and installing stand-alone products by themselves. The focus moved to fully integrating Orcan’s products into the installations of large players. Sales developed dynamically, resulting in solid growth rates, although many generators in Europe still had to be sold one by one, limiting growth rates. As its technology has a much larger market potential, Orcan decided to enter the Asian market. After about three years, Orcan managed to set up a joint venture with a Chinese partner and investment fund. Large-volume sales were triggered, initiating the dynamic growth Orcan was intent on achieving to help reduce CO2 emissions and fight global warming. Its patent portfolio, acquired from TUM (Technical University of Munich in Germany) and then dynamically expanded, has proved crucial at all stages of the evolving business model, in particular when:

- Obtaining funding;
- Communicating the company’s technical advantage and innovation skills in order to build up its trademark;
- Partnering with suppliers and R&D partners;
- Keeping copycats at bay;
- Maintaining freedom to operate; and,
- Founding a joint venture to enter Asian markets.

Orcan uses standard industry components to design and construct power generators that recycle waste heat by converting it into electricity, using the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), a process similar to that used in steam engines. Having started as a spin-out from TUM in 2008, Orcan now has 60 employees. Patents are important, particularly because Orcan’s use of standard components means its power generators are at high risk of being copied. Eight early patents filed by TUM were subsequently acquired by Orcan. Ownership of these patents was vital in attracting funding.

Technology

The ORC is similar to a conventional steam power plant, in which the energy of heat (in the form of steam) is converted into electrical energy. However, as the name implies, it uses an organic fluid instead of water as the working fluid in the cycle. Due to the higher vapor pressure of the organic fluid the engine can be operated at a lower temperature than with water.

The organic fluid (or water in the case of a conventional steam power plant) is pumped to a boiler, where it evaporates. The resulting vapor powers a turbine (the expander), where the rotational energy is converted into mechanical and then electrical energy. The vapor then passes through a condenser (heat exchanger) and is converted back into the original fluid, which is then pumped to the beginning of the cycle, where it absorbs the heat from the heat source, and the whole cycle starts over again.

Business Case Development

Neither the ORC concept nor its application in recovering energy from waste heat sources is new as such. However, Orcan has changed the ORC business in several respects:

- It has moved away from a commissioned installa-
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• It uses standard industrial components, thereby reducing the cost and complexity, improving reliability and allowing for easier maintenance.
• It offers an operator model for customers who choose not to be involved in the technical operation or maintenance of their installations.

Developing a standardized product business means that instead of unique customization of each installation (with the necessary high engineering workload) there is a defined standard product: in Orcan’s case, it is the efficiency PACK eP 20.30 (Figure 1), which produces up to 30 kWe (kilowatt electric). If the customer has a higher waste energy load, stacks of two or more efficiency PACKs will be combined in a modular approach. For much higher waste energy loads, the efficiency PACK eP 50.100 offers electrical power up to 100 kWe.

There are many advantages to using standard industrial components versus tailor-made components, but the three main ones are:
• Standard components use a proven technology with high reliability (they have been thoroughly tested and have a known life expectancy, which is important for their longevity), whereas individual components need to be thoroughly tested for life expectancy with a higher associated cost.
• The lower cost of standard components is due to a higher volume of sales compared to individually manufactured parts.
• Spare parts are widely available all around the world.

Technology Improvement

The use of standard industrial components used in other applications sounds rather trivial. However, a lot of R&D was required to redesign the process and its control. One challenge was to avoid cavitation, which occurs when liquid suddenly evaporates and collapses again while in the inlet of a pump, where the pressure declines and becomes lower than the saturation pressure of the liquid.

These two problems are well known, but the solutions usually applied to prevent them (e.g., large head height or subcooling) are disproportionate in terms of cost and complexity if applied in a small installation such as Orcan’s.

Orcan managed to solve these problems by adding a precise amount of a special non-condensing auxiliary gas (like nitrogen) to the liquid working fluid. Its partial pressure increases that of the system, so helping to eliminate cavitation. The related invention is protected by EP 2499343 B1 and other international patents.

Patent Protection

The company has its origins in a research project at TUM resulting in core patents for the basic technologies, e.g., for avoiding cavitation and some others for protecting more specific aspects. The project results demonstrated that the use of standard industrial components is possible for the specific challenges faced by the ORC. In total, eight patent families resulted from the research work while the founders were still working at the university. Orcan acquired the patents from the university to bring its investors on board. Since then Orcan has invested heavily in further R&D, in
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creasing its portfolio to 27 patent families. Using the EP and PCT systems, around 180 patent applications have been filed (including validations) and approximately 130 were granted.

The geographical scope of the patent protection depends on the importance of the invention to the company: for key patents covering the basic technology, broader geographical protection is sought than for more incremental patents covering detailed aspects of an already patented application. Countries are also ranked in terms of where most customers and competitors’ production sites are located.

**IP at the Different Stages of Company Development**

**Founding**

At the founding stage, it was important for Orcan to quickly acquire the patents held by the university. That early-stage technology companies own patents is a crucial aspect for venture capitalists wishing to invest in them. Owning them rather than just exclusively licensing them has certain advantages. Firstly, the company can minimize complexity and reduce costs by managing patent issues related to their key assets directly. If a university were to act as the middleman in dealings with patent attorneys and litigators, there is the risk that decision-making will be delayed and deadlines at patent offices and courts missed, that instructions will be misinterpreted, that the company will lose full cost control and that changes at the university will adversely affect its ability to offer professional patent management. Avoiding such risks was especially important for Orcan’s investors. Secondly, patents enable backers to create a return on their investments even if the young company initially fails, and a turnaround or a trade sale is required. This would be extremely difficult if the patents were just licensed. Last but not least, the fact that a technology-driven start-up has its own patent portfolio is good for its reputation, as it helps to communicate its technical advantage and innovation skills. Patent rights underline that the invention is not just the crazy idea of some inventors, but that the technology has been thoroughly scrutinized in the search and examination process prior to grant of a high-quality patent, resulting in a lasting competitive advantage.

**Partnering**

As Orcan does not produce the pump or other main components, but instead uses standard industrial components, partnering with a large and well-established manufacturer of such components was required. In order to convince this potential partner of the technical feasibility, some know-how had to be transferred. It was important to obtain its operating consent for the use of its components in a new setting. Moreover, the partner had to agree to start with relatively small production numbers, but at the same time commit to producing larger volumes if successful, which meant taking a risk. In this set-up, patents helped the young start-up to meet the challenge of convincing the big player that something totally new and unexpected could lead to success. IP rights can abolish the small firm’s typical dependency on the large firm and facilitate the establishment of a partnership on fair terms that results in a win-win relationship.

**Scaling**

Patents were especially important for Orcan as a means of preserving exclusivity at the scaling stage, given that it was entering the market without a secured position in the form of owning relevant market shares or production of essential parts. Orcan is instead combining standard industrial components, which facilitates re-engineering by copycats. This underlines that Orcan requires a strong patent base to position itself sustainably on the market. In addition, patenting incremental improvements leaves fewer chances for competitors to obtain patent protection and potentially limit Orcan’s freedom to operate.

**Integrated Business Model**

Orcan considered two basic options for marketing their products:

- The first option was to position stand-alone products for long-lasting installations with waste heat that can be used for electricity production. Applications are based on retrofitting of existing installations, e.g., biogas plants. In order to scale with this approach, a huge sales force is required, since the owner of every relevant source of waste heat has to be contacted and convinced on an individual basis.

- The second option was a full integration of Orcan’s products into a newly produced combustion engine (as used, for example, on ships), a genset (equipment converting heat capacity into mechanical energy and then into electrical energy) or a cogeneration unit (combination of engine and generator, producing both heat and electrical power). In order to realize this approach, Orcan had to cooperate with partners who were willing and able to integrate its ORC into their powertrain. The big advantage for Orcan is the reduced dependency on a large sales force, as the main responsibility for sales lies with the genset producer who has an established presence in the market.

The second approach has proved to be by far the more successful one, as more and larger installations are being requested.

Although strong IP protection is an advantage for both approaches, it is even more essential for the second one, as know-how transfer is inevitable. In addition, alignment of the combined products may give rise to new IP of mutual benefit.
One such example is the cooler. When the ORC is integrated into a genset, it would be beneficial if the cooler of the genset could also be used for the ORC instead of installing a second cooler for the ORC. The challenge here was the different temperature levels needed for cooling the genset (75°C–90°C) and the ORC (35°C–40°C). Orcan was able to modify the cooler in such a way that it can be used for shared cooling of the genset and the ORC. Orcan achieved this by a typical start-up way of thinking: it started its own R&D project, modifying the cooler at its own risk and expense (since the established genset manufacturer was reluctant to become involved in such a project). The result was a new technical solution for shared usage of cooling devices, for which Orcan was granted a patent (EP 3163036B1).

**International Activities**

As mentioned above, sales resources are the limiting factor for Orcan’s growth in both business models. Reaching out to international markets was particularly challenging or almost impossible through Orcan’s own sales force, especially in the context of the first business model. The second business model offers significant advantages in this respect.

For Orcan, it was important to develop a strategy for accessing the main international markets efficiently. The dynamic markets in the United States were less attractive due to low energy prices and low regulatory incentives for buyers to invest in green technology.

China looked challenging too for cultural and legal reasons, but at the same time highly rewarding. China is a huge and dynamically growing market with high dedication to triggering dynamic changes to tackle its huge environmental challenges and limit the dependency on oil imports.

In addition, Asia is an attractive market for Orcan’s product, particularly as it is a perfect fit for the many generators running on diesel or natural gas used there for electricity production. In Germany, this market is almost non-existent. Although there are diesel generators installed as back-up in case of power failures, it would not make sense to install an ORC due to the limited operating hours.

At first, it seemed nearly impossible for a European small company with no track record in Asia to start doing business in China. Orcan had to develop a strategy for dealing with the Chinese market, which included teaming up with an experienced partner in China. Some European companies are reluctant to work with Chinese partners, fearing that, because they will have to provide them with technology and know-how, they risk diminishing or even losing their competitive advantage. Orcan therefore carefully evaluated the possible countermeasures, as well as the pros and cons of various cooperation options, such as licensing to an existing player, a share deal or starting a joint venture with a partner who had existing access to relevant markets. Delaying market entry was not an option, since time to market is an important factor for a location that is evolving so rapidly.

In the end, Orcan decided to enter into a joint venture with a Chinese partner with a strong track record of doing business in Asia. The joint venture obtained a license for production, sales and operation for the product (including product parts). For the time being, these product parts will not include core technology, as these are still produced and supplied by Orcan in Germany. However, it is planned that in the long run, the joint venture will purchase more and more components and build more complex ones itself. In addition, the license is limited to China, all other Asian countries and Africa, reflecting the partner’s strong presence in those markets.

According to the literature, various market approach strategies are possible for a Western company wishing to sell its products in China:

1. Exporting to China through an agent or a distributor;
2. Exporting to China via online sales;
3. Exporting to China via franchise or licensing;
4. Investment via a representative office;
5. Investment via a joint venture with a Chinese partner;
6. Investment via a wholly-foreign-owned enterprise.

As mentioned above, Orcan needed a local partner with good connections in the market, as well as a partner who could add local content to its core product, which is initially produced in Germany and then shipped to China. In the case of options 1 and 4, the partner (agent/distributor or representative office) would not have been able to provide local content, so a second entity would be needed (e.g., a contract manufacturer), making such a solution unattractive. Option 2 (online sales) would not be feasible either, since qualified experts would be needed to develop a concept for a potential customer and to install the final product; the same applies to option 6 (own company), which would not have had any connections with the local market. That’s why Orcan decided to go for a joint venture with a Chinese partner in combination with a licensing deal (options 3 and 5).

**Selection of Partner**

Identifying and selecting a suitable partner is challenging. Orcan participated in an economic delegation

---

to China organized by the German government, which enabled it to make valuable contacts. In addition, it teamed up with a consultant who specializes in facilitating German-Chinese business relationships.  

Once initial contacts with several possible partners had been made, there was a phase of individual visits to China and return visits to Germany. This helped generally build up trust through closer personal relationships. In particular, visits to potential installation sites helped to create a better understanding of the technology and market needs. The time such a phase can take is well invested. Visits included invitations to dinners, at which business might not be discussed, and also to other things, such as sports events.  

The partner finally selected by Orcan is in the rental business for electricity production, offering the whole range of services including financing, building and operating these installations. It took roughly three years from the first contact to the signing of the contract with the selected partner, which might seem long, but was necessary and worthwhile. Orcan did not have the required power range in its product portfolio at the beginning of the partnering process, for example, and it developed the required installations, such as a 100-kW efficiency PACK, in parallel to the discussions.

Cooperation Model

In all, three legal entities are involved in the cooperation: the Chinese partner, Tamar VPower Energy Fund I, the newly founded joint venture, and Orcan itself. Tamar VPower Energy Fund I was set up and is managed jointly by CITIC Pacific and VPower Group. It targets high-growth investment opportunities in the energy sector. Both stakeholders are well established players in the energy business.

The joint effort to deploy an installation shared as follows:

• The Chinese partner in charge of planning, producing and installing a generator will do all the necessary groundwork, including all pipes and tubes, the hydraulic module, control unit, safety features and so on, as well as providing the interface with the ORC.
• The ORC, as such, is put into operation and tested on site by the joint venture.
• The core module of the ORC itself is manufactured, assembled and tested by Orcan in Germany, then shipped to Asia.
• Some additional, less critical components of the ORC are provided by the joint venture.
• The ORC is fully assembled and tested for faults, such as leaks, by the joint venture (after thorough training and supervision by Orcan) on-site in Asia to ensure it meets the quality standards essential to pass the factory acceptance test.
• The completed and tested ORC is shipped from the joint venture to the customer site, where it is installed by the Chinese partner.

This work-sharing allows for both efficiency and risk mitigation. For example, it has the advantage that the local partner is familiar with and can manage any specific local requirements, such as feeding electrical energy into the local or national grid.

At the beginning, there was also the idea that Orcan could provide the Chinese partner with design drawings, and all manufacturing would take place in China, making use of the cheap labor force. It would have meant a complete transfer of know-how to the joint venture and the Chinese partner, as well as some delays due to the training required. As it turned out, it was not feasible for quality assurance and risk management reasons.

The opposite option would have been for Orcan to build the entire ORC (including the container) and then ship it to Asia. It would have resulted in a non-competitive price for the overall installation. So the final hybrid solution was found to be the ideal compromise between competitive pricing, quality assurance and long-term risk management. The co-operation with the established Chinese partner ensures that a high enough number of units are sold for economies of scale to contribute to the competitive pricing.

As mentioned, Orcan provided an exclusive license for the manufacturing, marketing, sales and maintenance of the patent-protected products in Asia and Africa. Consequently, Orcan is not allowed to sell its products to customers in either of these regions directly. However, in line with its pre-existing business model, Orcan’s products can still be sold in Asia or Africa if a third party purchases Orcan’s products to combine it with their own products (e.g., diesel generators) and sells the resulting combinations in these regions. Therefore, Orcan can still build new strategic partnerships, for example, with manufacturers of engines.

Both partners contributed valuable and essential assets to the joint venture: the Chinese partner invested money, while Orcan provided the access to the innovative technology. The joint venture purchases the core components from Orcan (made in Germany), organiz-

es the addition of the local content, including the parts additionally manufactured in China, and sells the final product in Asia. Transparency in the joint venture is mainly achieved by the price at which it buys from Orcan and sells to the customer in Asia, providing a sales margin and, in certain cases, an additional license fee for Orcan. The joint venture also yields a margin for the value-added contributions to the sold installation.

The joint venture’s profits are distributed among the partners according to their shares, but will be reinvested in the company for the initial years. During this investment period, Orcan is not receiving dividends, but the intrinsic value of its share in the joint venture will increase by the reinvested profits.

**Efficiency Gains for Electricity Production**

Having announced the formation of the joint venture with the Chinese partner in October 2018, Orcan was able to place over 80 orders for its efficiency PACKs within just a few weeks, which is more in sales volume than the biggest European countries achieve in a year. But how were these initial results achieved so fast?

Orcan’s technology and products make use of waste heat as an energy source for producing electricity. This electricity may be a by-product of a different basic process, such as chemical production, or it may add to that generated by a main electricity production process. If the waste heat comes from a (diesel or natural gas) generator, it raises the overall efficiency of its electricity generation by six to nine percent. In both cases, the value of the additional energy produced over an acceptable amortization period is higher than the cost of Orcan’s product. For each installation, there will be a business case calculating the possible income from electricity generation out of waste heat, versus the cost for the installation. If the time span needed to break even is short enough, the operator or investor will spend the money on Orcan’s product. The payback period for typical installations is between two to four years, making Orcan’s products highly attractive to potential buyers in both Europe and Asia.

Soon after the joint venture was launched, several business cases were drawn up for several possible sites. A special case was the tender for a large installation of natural gas generators for electricity production in Myanmar. The special feature of this tender was that, in addition to the usual parameters such as speed of realization and price, the generators’ overall efficiency was also specified as an essential criterion. So, the additional efficiency generated by Orcan was suddenly no longer just a nice-to-have optimization; with the award decision being based on the calculated amortization period, it became a must-have for awarding the contract. Typical diesel or natural gas generators thus had a hard time competing with the overall efficiency offered by the joint venture. If other tenders follow this example of setting the overall efficiency as a strict award criterion, it will open a huge market for Orcan and its partners.

The joint venture and the resulting project for Myanmar has developed quite quickly:

- Spring 2018: the joint venture in China was established.
- April 2018: only a pre-series of relevant products existed.
- April to September 2018: ramping up production capacity to 70 units.
- October 2018: shipment of containers to Myanmar.
- November 2018: start of installation in Myanmar.
- January 2019: start of initial operation.
- February 2019: trial run.
- March 2019: inauguration of the power generation installation.

This Myanmar installation comprises 70 gas engines producing 90 Megawatts (MW) of electricity from natural gas. The heat of the exhaust gas (approx. 400°C) is transferred to an intermediate water circuit (150°C), which then goes into the ORC (indirect system). Orcan’s generators can produce an additional 5 MW, saving eight to nine million cubic meters of natural gas per year and contributing to emission-free electricity for around 120,000 people. See Figures 2 and 3.

It was quite a journey for Orcan from the small early efficiency PACK (20 to 30kW), individually sold and installed on single sites, to these large energy parks that have a significant economic and ecological impact.

**Conclusions**

Home markets are often important test markets. If they lack the dynamics of other markets, growth-oriented companies need to start considering accessing those more dynamic markets at an early stage of their development. For that, they need to show some foresight to ensure sound IP protection for the main technologies and derived products that covers the right countries and regions for their customers and competitors. Developing a sound IP protection strategy, therefore, means thinking about the development of the business in the medium and long term.

---

Searching for a partner that has the know-how and the network to access the relevant target markets is a critical process which needs sound preparation and considerable resources. The company needs to define the framework for a possible win-win cooperation. On the one hand, this means identifying which intellectual assets it is willing to provide to its partners and which it wants to keep, e.g., by providing self-produced components. On the other hand, it also means identifying what is needed from the partner to ensure the synergy results in corresponding technical and/or economic advantages.

If it comes to actual negotiations, it is essential to keep the cooperation as a whole in mind so as not to reach a deadlock over details while remaining realistic as to what is needed and what are merely desirables. It is important to be well prepared for the negotiations and seek professional support, such as market experts, lawyers and patent attorneys, and, last but not least, to keep all decision makers, such as the company’s own supervisory board, in a position to make decisions quickly whenever required.

Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors or the company and not necessarily those of the European Patent Office.
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